A multi-resolution particle/fluctuating hydrodynamics model for hybrid simulations of liquids based on the two-phase flow analogy.
A triple-scale model of a molecular liquid, where atomistic, coarse-grained, and hydrodynamic descriptions of the same substance are consistently combined, is developed. Following the two-phase analogy method, the continuum and discrete particle representations of the same substance are coupled together in the framework of conservation laws for mass and momentum that are treated as effective phases of a nominally two-phase flow. The effective phase distribution, which governs the model resolution locally, is a user-defined function. In comparison with the previous models of this kind in the literature which used the classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) for the particulate phase, the current approach uses the Adaptive Resolution Scheme (AdResS) and stochastic integration to smoothen the particle transition from non-bonded atom dynamics to hydrodynamics. Accuracy and robustness of the new AdResS-Fluctuating Hydrodynamics (FH) model for water at equilibrium conditions is compared with the previous implementation of the two-phase analogy model based on the MD-FH method. To demonstrate that the AdResS-FH method can accurately support hydrodynamic fluctuations of mass and momentum, a test problem of high-frequency acoustic wave propagation through a small hybrid computational domain region is considered.